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Students
Make IMPACT

onUMR

Playboy magazine lists 'The Grotto'
among seven cool college bars in nation

Nicole Brossier

Randal A. Burd, Jr.

Assistant News Editor

Managing Editor

The UMR TECHS, a student
peer support group, once again
brings IMPACf month to the UMR
campus this October. IMPACf, or
Intelligent Miners Promoting Alcohol Concern Together, is designed
to raise awareness of the dangers of
alcohol among students on campus.
The goal of IMPACf, says
TECHS advisor and UMR health
educator Mary Frances Dorman, is
"to work toward reducing alcohol
use through education, to promote
low-risk decisions and healthy
lifestyles, and to increase awareness of alcohol-abuse prevention
and intervention services available
on campus and in the community."
IMPACT month started on
Oct. 6 with the "beer goggle"
obstacle course, in which students
wearing goggles specially designed
to mimic the effects of alcohol on
vision tried to complete an obstacle
course. This allowed students "to
experience while they were sober
the difficulty visual changes due to
drinking can cause," Dorman said.
The next event, "The Wall,"
will occur on Monday, Oct. 18,
through Thursday, Oct. 21, at the
main campus mall north of the University Center. There, students will
have an opportunity to express why
they choose to drink or not to drink.
"The Wall is a declaration that people can have their opinions, both
positive and negative.. it helps
people decide how they really feel
about drinking," Dorman commented.
The Wall will be displayed at
the next IMPACf month event, the
" Hot Shots" tournament held from
I0 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 22, to 3
a. m. on Saturday, Oct. 23 , in the
Gale Bullman Multi-Purpose
Building. Students will compete in
late-night basketball, vo lleyball ,
racquetball ' and table tennis.
"Every activity is infused wi th
alcohol education ... This allows
the community to support responsible drinking on campus." Prizes
promoting responsible drinking
will be awarded.
The last event of lMPACf
month, "Candy and Condoms,"
will be held on Friday, Oc;t. 29, at a
variety of locations around campus.
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Since 1993, Danny Barrack has
been coming to work to serve the stu·
dents of the University of Missouri·
Rolla. Whether serving· alcohol or
helping studeni organizations, Barrack has endeavored to make "The
Grotto" live up to its slogan as "The
Miners' Favorite Hangout." Now,
after six years, his hard work has
finally been noticed-really noticed.
In the November issue of Playboy,
The Grotto was listed along with six
other college bars as one of the
coolest in the nation. Barrack, the
modest and good-natured owner, was
surprised and happy to receive the
recognition.
"One of the guys that used to
work for me gave me a c!lll and told
me that he just got it in the mail," Barrack said. "I didn't know anything
about it. And they didn't call me or
nothing. 1 was a little puzzled by that.
1 figured they'd call you and let you
know, ' cause maybe some people
wouldn't want to be in it. 1 do; 1
mean, I'm proud to be in it. Actually,
1 wish it was more like Sports Illustrated or something, 'cause I'm a little
morally correct 1 guess, but that really
doesn't matter. I'mjust proud to be in
a national advertisement. It gets some
recognition, not for me, but for the bar
itself."
The listing was featured in a section of the magazine entitled "Campus
Buzz." This was the first time a section entitled "Campus Buzz" has
appeared in Playboy, and according to
Alison Lundgren, Assistant Editor of
Playboy, this might be the only time.
"We hadn ' t done it ever before,"
Lundgren said. "We had done a 'top
one-hundred bars. ' 1 think we did that

a couple of years ago, but this is the
first 'Campus Buzz' that we ever did.
We probably won't do the exact same
thing in the future that 1 know of.
Never say never, but 1 doubt it. We've
done various buzzes before in Playboy. We did a music buzz, and we' ve
done a back to school guide. So, we
do various packages like this, but 1
don't think we will be doing one of
these ['Campus Buzz' ] anytime
soon.n
Several people, including Barrack himself, were surprised a· national publication such as Playboy would
discover a small bar in the small college town of Rolla, Missouri. Lundgren explained the selection process.
"Me and one of my colleges,
who wrote the article together, polled
hundreds of students from all over the
country," Lundgren said. "We started
with Playboy campus reps, who are on
various campuses across the country.
They do parties and promotions and
stuff, promoting Playboy, and we
asked them for their opinions, and
then. we sent out a survey through email that the campus reps sent to their
friends and so on and so on-it got
passed around. And then we were
inundated with answers, and we tried
to pick the most original ones we
could, and if we got an overwhelming
response for one place, then we definitely wanted to include that. We also
had free lancers and stringers all over
the country who weren't campus reps
who did research or had gone to different colleges or stuff like that. So, it
is basically a word of mouth type of
thing."
"The Grotto," it's name chosen
for the definition "ornamental cave,"
serves between 40-150 people each
night, six nights a week. According to
Barrack, 90% of those patrons are stu-

'The Grotto's was established in 1993 and selrve!s 'lletwe!E!n
40-150 people each night, six nights a week.
photo by Randal A. Burd, Jr.

Danny Barrack, owner of 'The Grotto.' The Grotto was listed
as one of seven cool college bars in the nation by Playboy.
.
photo by Randal A. Burd, Jr.
dents. The Grotto has been named by
Barrack as the Miner 's favorite hangout.
"The students go other places,
and of course they are going to," Barrack said. "1 mean, you get tired, no
matter how fun a place is, you get
tired of it after a while; you go to the
same place over and over again. So,
they go to other places, but by far, this
is the student bar. This is where they
go, thIS is where their mugs are, this is
where their pitchers are, this is where
their friends go, this is the one (bar]
that's close to campus. But there are
some other bars that are trying to do
some things, most of them are just
copying my specials and trying to cut
my prices just a little bit to draw the
students. But, I think that people need
to, especially the students and the peopie that support us, try to remember
that we were here before anybody else
was. When I started this bar six years
ago, there was no student bar. There
was just no place the students felt welcome. And I opened my doors to
these people and I told ' em, 'This is
your bar. You come and take it.
We're catering to you.' And they
really too k to that, and we've been

out for students, The Grotto supports
the students in other ways, including
helping with fundraisers and providing discounts for studery~and student
organizations.
"We've got a mug club, which
is a student mug club, and the pitcher
club, which is just for students and
student organizations-fraternities,
the baseball team, GDI, St. Pat's, IFC,
the rugby team... Everybody that's
involved with the students seems to
have a pitcher," Barrack said. "The
pitcher club is 52- 52 pitchers. And
the mug club is up to 204. So we have
a large, large mug club. The pitcher
club is big too, but [we have] a large
mug club. We support everybody.
We support IFC, Beta Tau, St. Pat's
Committee, rugby team, Lambda Sig,
all the fraterni ties, the sororities,
KMNR, GDl, UMR Booster Club,
and any UMR organizations that are
doing charities or fundraisers. The
Grotto wants to be involved in anything the students are doing. If you
need to raise money, The Grotto wants
to help, and that was always been the
way we ran this place. People come
and ask me for twenty-fi ve dollars or
fi fty dollars to support some charity, I

doing it eve r since."
Besides being the favorite hang-

see Grotto, page 12
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NEWSBRIEFS ON CAMPUS
UMR Assist Program
needs students
The University of MissouriRolla ASSIST (Arts and Sciences Students in Scholastic Training) program
needs student tutors. Tutors are especially needed in the following areas:
chemistry, biological sciences, computer science, economics and math.
UMR students who feel like they
would be competent tutors are encouraged to apply by contacting Mary Ann
Pulley in Room 235 of the
History/Arts and Sciences building or
by calling 341-6937. The program's
assist@
e-mail
address
is
umr . edu.
Tutors are paid at least minimum
wage and usually work 3-5 hours per
week (working with groups of students if possible). Interested students
must meet the following requirements: tutors must be undergraduates;
a cumulative grade point average of
2.5 must be maintained; and students
are required to demonstrate that they
received an A or B in applicable classes.
The ASSIST-Tutoring Program
helps students enrolled in basic arts
and sciences courses who feel they
need extra assistance. Upon request,
tutors are provided to those who seek
help in chemistry, computer science,
economics, English, history, biological sciences, math, sociology, philosophy, physics, psychology and foreign
languages.
Faculty members are encouraged
to let their students know about this
program. More information about the
ASSIST-Tutoring Program can be
www. umr . edu/
obtained
at
-assist.

Campus art group looking for contributions .
The Friends of Einstein, a group
of art supporters at the University of

Missouri-Rolla, have announced that
Nov. 12, 1999, is the deadline for joining in the purchase of Louis Smart's
sculpture, "The Cosmic Dance." In
1995, the UMR group was responsible for the purchase of Smart's bust of
Einstein, which greets people who
enter Curtis Laws Wilson Library on
campus.
Contributors to "The Cosmic
Dance" will be listed on a plaque that
will be displayed along with the
sculpture in the lobby of Leach Theatre of Castleman Hall on the UMR
campus.
Dr. James Bogan, Dis:tmguish
Teaching Professor of
UMR, says "The Cosmic
tures male and female

and Bridges with Composites
(RB2C).
Funded through the Nation;l
Science Foundation and private industry, the center is designed to address
the needs of the construction industry
in the areas of rehabilitation and
strengthening existing structures
with new materials and technologies.
Nanni and his team of UMR
researchers have already successfully
tested new lightweight composite
Missouri and

alumni," says Bogan
Einstein are asking for
toward the $7,500 purchase
Contributions can be
UMR Friends of Einstein, 129
man Hall, 1870 Miner Circle,
MO, 65409. For more information,
contact them at (573) 341-4185.

UMR
to
get
research center

new

A new research center at the University of Missouri-Rolla will help the
construction industry create high-tech
products designed to strengthen existing civil structures, such as buildings
and bridges. .
Dr. Antonio Nanni, the Vernon
and Maralee Jones Missouri Distinguished Professor of civil engineering
at UMR and director of UMR's Center for Infrastructure Engineering
Studies (CIES), is director of the
newly established research unit. The
center is called the NSF IndustrylUniversity Cooperative Research Center
(!lUCRC) for the Repair of Buildings

of Engineering, is being administered as an activity of the Center for Infrastructure
Engineering Studies. Yearly funding
for the center is made possible by a
$75,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to UMR, and
$300,000 in corporate sponsorships.
"My thanks to NSF for giving us
the opportunity to develop this center," Nanni says. "And a special
thanks to the industri;il members of
RB2C for their willingness to invest
in UMR research and engineering
expertise."
Those industry members include
Dupont Advanced Fibers Systems of
Wilmington, Del.; Master Builders
Inc. of Cleveland, Ohio; Owens Com
ing of Toledo, Ohio; Reichhold

The

The lecturer series is supported
Chemicals Inc. of Research Triangle
Park, N.C.; Structural Preservation through a fund established by the late
Systems Inc. of Baltimore, Md; and Walter E. Remmers, a UMR alumnus,
Toray Carbon Fib~rs America Inc. of and his wife, Miriam, of Rolla. WatDecatur, Ala.
son's lecture is free and open to the
Other industrial associate mem- public, but tickets are required.
ickets are available at the UMR Tickbers include the National Institute for
Standards and Technologies (NIST), ' et Window in University Center-West.
For more information call (573) 341the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
Construction Engineering Research 4219.
Laboratory (CERL), and the Missouri
Watson and Crick were awarded
Department
of
Transportation the Nobel Prize in 1962. Watson is
(MODOT).
now a central figure in the Human
The interest of industry is to Genome Project, an international
move technology from inception to effort to catalogue the entire human
use in the field, Nanni says. "And this genetic code. If successful, the project
will be the thrust of the center."
could lead to gene-based therapies for
In addition, faculty at UMR is ~ host of diseases ranging from breru;t
involved in writing standards cancer to depres;ion.
Previous participants in the
needed for the
Remmers Special ArtistlLecturer
of those new products.
want to help industry in the Series include former U.S. Sen. Bill
process thaI is neces- Bradley; Retired Gen. Colin Powell,
of new material former chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
in the existing build- Staff; former British Prime Minister
codes that regulate the construc- Margaret Thatcher; former President
industry," Nanni says. "We want Gerald Ford; and former Secretary of
in the preparation of the State Henry Kissinger.
design, construction and inspection
documents necessary for acceptance Chemical Engineering
of the products we create."
lab renovations done
The RB2C team at UMR will
include about 10 faculty members and
The University of Missouriabout IO UMR graduate and underRolla physics department is sponsorgraduate students.
ing a visitors night beginning at 7 p.rn.
Friday, Oct. 15, at the UMR ObservaTickets still available for tory.
Watson lecture
Weather permitting, visitors may
view the Moon through the observatoTickets are still available for ry's 16-inch telescope, says Dr. John
Nobel ·Prize winner Dr. James Wat- L. Schmitt, UMR associate .professor
son's lecture on ThurSday, Oct. 14, at of physics.
the University of Missouri-Rolla.
The event is free and open to the
Watson, who discovered the public.
molecular structure of DNA along
The observatory is adjacent to
with Francis Crick in 1953, will be the UMR's Stonehenge replica on High22nd presenter in the Remmers Spe- way 63 North, north of V.H. McNutt
Hall and west of St. Patrick's
cial ArtistlLecturer Series at UMR.
The lecture, "Living with DNA," Lane.hall tours, fraternity and sorority
begins at 8 p.m. in the Gale Bullman
pen houses, student organizations, and
bookstore visit will be held from 1:45
Multi-purpose Building, lOth Street
p.m. to 4 p.m.
and Bishop Avenue.

1999-2000 Stafff---------,
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Companies
scrutinizing Financial Aid Information is Online!
employee computer use
by Jube Shiver Jr.
LA TimesIWashington Post
An AT&T employee is upbraided
for exchanging affectionate e-mail
notes with his wife, Who also works
for the company. A Pacific Bell manager is fired for viewing pornography
Web sites at work. And an analyst for
the Federal Communications Commission is wamed that all Web browsing at work is being monitored.
Sparked by the need to make
their computers secure for the year
2000, companies from Los Angeles to
London are tightening the rules governing use of personal computers in
the office. And employees are grumbling that, in an era when they often
take their work home, it is unfair for
companies to monitor their personal
time at work.
"It's really impossible to keep
your life at work completely separate
from your home life when we are
working more and more hours a
week," said Nanda Barker-Hook,
director of the Massachusetts Coalition on New Office Technology, a
watchdog group that follows workplace technology issues. "But workers
should know that their files on their
office PCs are not their own and that
other people might be looking at
them."
A backlash against too much corporate spying is beginning. In California, Gov. Gray Davis is expected to
sign a bill this month that would make
it a misdemeanor for employers to
monitor workers' e-mail without notifying them in advance.
What distinguishes this ~ave of
security from previous attempts at
curbing computer usage at work is
technology. Sophisticated new tools
allow companies to track, electronically, everything workers do on a PC,
from the software they use and the emails and letters they write to the Web
sites they visit and the individual keystrokes they type.
Companies argue that computer
systems are too expensive, and too
delicate, to risk outside invasions.
"I don't think we have to be
heavy-handed about it but we won't
hesitate to crack down because we are
responsible for protecting the network
here," Wanda Sims, deputy information director at the FCC, said. Next
month the FCC will phase out 62 software products and increase its survei'llance of employees bringing in unauthorized software from home. The
FCC is also more closely monitoring
where employees spend their time on
the Internet.
About 17 percent of Fortune
1000 companies and half a dozen federal agencies now have monitoring
software to watch over their office
PCs. By 200 I, 80 percent of large
companies are expected to be using
such software, according to International Data Cprp., a research company
in Framingham, Mass.
Employers say that they only
want to improve productivity, ferret

out computer products that could malfunction in the year 2000 and avoid
legal problems, such as employees
disseminating company secrets or
racist or sexually harassing computer
messages.
In embracing monitoring software, employers also are eyeing multimillion-dollar savings in software
licensing fees by trimming their inventory to those products their workers
actually use, removing word processing software, say, from managers
whose secretaries write their correspondence.
Today AT&T monitors more than
I million intern al employee e-mail
messages each day as well as the tens
of millions of Web sites employees

For the latest information on scholarships and other
available financial aid, visit the financial aid website at

http://www.um.r.edu/a~dmissions/afford.html
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LET TIAA-CREF HELP
YOU -BUILD'A SECURE
FINANCIAL FUTURE.

visit.
" If an employee tries to access a
Web site with material we think is
objectionable, say, a pornographic or
hate site, they see a message on their
computer screen that says the site is
not accessible," said spokesman
Burke Stinson, who has a demerit on
his record because of his amorous email messages to his wife.
But if companies argue the need
for security and efficiency, workers
argue that their privacy is being invaded, their sense of computer freedom
violated .
Cindia Cameron, director of 9 to
5, the national organization for working women, said that the group's hot
line has fielded many calls from workers wondering if their employers can
read their e-mail messages or trace
their Internet meanderings. "Our basic
message is, . Don 't take anything for
granted,' " she said.
Because monitoring software is
relatively new, few workers are gener-.
ally aware of the extent to which their
PC activities can be tracked and how
permanent the computer records they
create are, experts say.
Delta Airlines, Exxon Corp., the
State Department, the Department of
Veterans Affairs and Lockheed Martin
Corp. are among dozens of companies
that have purchased extensive monitoring software that records the date a
computer program was started, the
time it was started, how long -)t was
used and every keystroke a user enters.
WinWhatWhere Corp., a privately held Kennewick, Wash., company
that makes this software, says that it
cannot be certain how its product is
being used. But company president
Richard Eaton attributes a 50 percent
jump in sales of the product this year
to corporate buyers using if "when
they suspect somebody is doing something they shouldn't be doing."
Employers generally have the
legal right to monitor their employees,
including videotaping them on the job
or monitoring their telephone and
computer use. However, few did so in
the past because of the cost and technological challenge.
Today, inexpensive and easy-touse products have given companies a
vast storehouse of data that is rewriting the rules of workplace privacy.

F

or over 80 years, TIAA-CREF has
been the leading retirement company
on America'~ campuses. But experience is
just one-reason 'why so many smart
investors trust us wit~ their financiat
future. Here are a few more:

Surprisingly low expen.s es
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among
·the lowest in the insurance and mutual
fund industries. 2 So more of your money
goes where it should - toward ensuring
your future .

Superior strength

Easy diversification

With over $250 billion in assets under management, TIAA-CREF is the world's largest
retirement' organization - and among the
most solid. It's one of the reasons why
Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the
standard in the financial services industry." I

We offer. a wide variety of expertly
managed investment options to help build
your assets. We make it simple, too, with
stock, bond, money market, real estate,
and guaranteed options.

Solid, long-term
performance
We seek out long-term opportunities that
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains,
often miss. Though past performance can't
guarantee future results, this patient philosophy has proven extremely rewarding.

Unrivaled service
We believe that our service distinguishes
us from every other retirement company.
In the most recent Dalbar survey,
TlAA-CREF ranks tops in participation
satisfaction_ 3
Call today to find out how TIAACREF can help you build the financial
future you want and deserve_

To find out more - give us
a call or visit our website

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'"

I 800 842-2776
www.tiaa-cref.org
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Opinions
The Missouri Miner

Sometimes we just
don't need to know
everything
fee, they eat chicken, they write
books and hold jobs without any
problem at all.
[t is interesting, though, that we
do not need to know everything. If [
knew everything, then I would be
automatically placed at the head of
Andrea Benson
this planet, directing the precarious
Features Editor
lives of every single living being on
It's okay, you can admit it. I can the earth who did not know everyadmit it. Neither I, nor you, nor any- thing. Trillions of people would
one else can possibly know all there come to me every day asking me for
is to know in our lives. We cannot advice, asking me why they had to
know all there is to know about our get off the bus that day if their cat
was onl y going to run away or why
classes, our family, or our friends,
nor anything else relating to this uni- did their hair have to be messed up
verse. It is simply impossible. It is just when Bobby got the nerve to talk
useless to even think you can ever . to them. The responsibility for the
get to a point where you will even actions of people wo uld be placed on
say that you know most of what there my shoulders, as [ was the one who
is to know about any subject. Sorry advised that they get the manicure,
to let you down, but it's true. There and unfortunately the salon worker
will always be someone better, some- had ~ bad day and cut their ponytail
thing someone else wrote about the off instead. I would be summoned
subject that ypu haven't read, or when a grievi ng mother wants ' to
. someone who will come along in the know why her child had to· go to
future who will give a speech enti- school the day another chi ld brought
tled, "This theory which yo u have a gun to school. Knowing it all isn't
studied yo ur entire life is false, and what it's all cracked up to be.
Unfortunately, people feel like
here's why."
The terrifying part is that we, as they have to know why things haphumans, find it hard to understand pen, and who is to blame. They must
this fact. We spend half the length of ' know if their boyfriend is right for
our existence trying to seek the them when they are on their second
"truth" about something, and when date. They must know all there is to
we think we have fou nd it, we spend know intellectually and socially in
tIie other half endeavoring to pound order to make some sense out of their
the "truth:' into everyone else 's head , kamikaze existence. Unfortunately,
when no one is reall y listening to us. the truth is we won't be satisfied if
They may give us the semblance o~ we knew the answers to all of life 's
showing us their attention, but they questions. The answers would be just
are really thinking about where they as difficult to accept. Sometimes
are going to hang the new purple things just happen, and there is no
way to prevent them, and most times
drapes in their apartment.
It's amazing, though, how peo- there is no way to explain them,
ple seem to make a di fference on either. There are no guarantees that
other people's lives without knowing the things will or won' t happen
anything. It's true! Socrates proved again. Our future is still ambiguous,
to himself that he was the wi sest man and knowing all there is to know
in Athens by noticing that he was the about life doesn ' t mean that we
only man who could admit he did not would be able to prevent or underknow everything. People work very stand its events and problems.
It's okay, though, to fee l good
efficiently without having to know
everything about life. They buy cof- about our present position in life.

Correction:

-

In the October 6 issue, the Pike Kappa Alpha house fire was
on February 13, 1999.
In the October 6 issue, Nathan Tumer wnoter the cnoss country
article.

The Missouri Miner Is very Interested In the opinions of
Its readers. Please e-mail comments, suggestions, and
opinions on any Issue to mlner@umr,edu.

The process of discovery is miraculous, and there is no shame in saying
that even though our lives aren't as
comfortable as we would like them
to be, that doesn't mean that we are
totally void of the little ble;sings in
life. It's okay to enjoy your friends,
even though you may not see them
next year. It's okay to enjoy your
studies or the party going on tonight.
Even though Rolla may not be the
most exciting place in the world, it is
not without its charm or else we
would not be attending. The campus
is beautiful, the professors an,n't that
bad, and the Miner Deli sells great
food for the walk to class. These
things are still pretty good, and there
is no shame in enjoying what we can
do right now and what life has to
offer right now. Ves, it's annoying
that most vending machines in Rolla
serve Pepsi products and therefore
Dr. Slice replaces Dr Pepper, but I'm
sure it's nothing against you. Just
enjoy the fact that St. Louis Bread
Co. serves not only Dr Pepper, but
great coffee and Clearly Canad ian,
too.
These littl e. things may not
totally replace the b'ad feelings we
have when catastrophes happen, but
there are miracles in our midst that
make the present pain ' bearable for
themoment, like a friend who brings
a cup of coffee and a li stening ear
when your mother dies. Remember
those blessings, for while we may
not be able to know why these things
happen, at least we can live with
them being a part of our lives for a
moment or two.
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Seeing My Father Through
Edmund's Eyes
Patti Davis
LA TimeslWashington Post
It's a familiar story. A girl reaches for her elusive father again and
again, coming up empty each time.
She grows into a woman still longing
for the father ·who remained hidden.
She punishes him with angry words,
wan.ting all the while to under:ttand
his distance and to forgive him.
It's no secret that I am one of
those women, as my own writing

makes clear. Vet what makes my situation so unusual is that a biographer
has spent 14 years researching my
father, Ronald Reagan, unearthing
things I never knew, giving me clues
to his mysterious nature.
When I was first getting to
know Edmund Morris-who has
since become a friend-I sensed that
I was looking to him as a miracle
worker. I hoped he would peel away
some of the shadows, give me a
glimpse of the boy who grew into
such a remote man and show me the
father I never knew. With his book,
"Dutch," Edmund has done all of
this, helping me to understand my
father and to fill a hollow place inside
me, the place carved out by missing
him.
It's a search I've been making all
my life. I was about 14 when I read
my father's autobiography, "Where's
the Rest of Me?" The title was taken
from the film "Kings Row," in which
he awakes from ether-sleep to discover that a malevolent doctor has ampu• tated his legs. As an actor, it was one
of his best moments-screaming out
in horror, "Where's the rest of me?I"
But when I read his autobiography, I remember thinking, the rest of
him? Where's the beginning of him?
There was so much I couldn't

understand. I can remember, when I
was a child, my father caught in a
shaft of sunlight that fell across his
desk in the late afternoons. I would
run in from school and find him there,
writing out speeches on small white
note cards, binding them with rubber
bands. He'd look up at me and blink
his eyes as if he wasn't sure who this
small, eager child was. He listened
patiently, kindly to my important
child-business; but I knew he wasn't
really listening. He was far away,
always far away. When I was a bit
older, when no one was around I
would sit at his desk and look at his
note cards, trying to find him in the
tight, cramped penmanship. All [
found were his ideas about communism and big government. [ wish now
I . had found what _Edmund
unearthed-a handful of short stories
that my father wrote in college.
Edmund writes that what made
the stories revelatory was my father's
"willingness to give us the inner perception too: to confess to his ache
for-what, exactly? [n time he will
talk with magnificent vagueness of
shining cities, of stardom, of songs
that fill the unknowing air .
I was no stranger to that magnificent vagueness but I always wanted
more. It's not that he was never there;
I cherished the moments he washeld tight to them, embellished them.
But each moment of connection was
like a thread about to unravel, and in
the next moment we would go off in
different directions. Still, [ kept looking for him, in what Edmund called.
"the blueness and blindness" of his
eyes.
On the long horseback rides we

see Reagan, page 12
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Men's cross country fares well at Wash U while
women struggle; MIAA championships up next
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Nathan Turner
Sports Writer

The times for the Miners were
as follows: Dale Ell iot-26: 42 (8k);
Kevin McGuire-27: 21; Kevi n JohnThe University of Missouri- son-27: 46; Walter Kramb-28: 10;
Rolla cross-country team recently Jeremy Theys-28: 44; John Sanderstraveled to Washington University to 28: 45; and Kevin Pollack-28: 55.
compete 'in the Border States InvitaOn the women 's side, the Lady
tionaL
Miners fin ished 20th out of 24
"This meet was our biggest of teams.
the season," coach Sarah Preston
"The women got off to a poor
said. "It had 24 teams in the girls start," Preston said. "That's a very
race and 22 teams in the guys race." bad thing in such a big race."
The men ran a good race, fin"We got pushed to one side,"
ishing 14 out of 22 teams.
runner Deb Leonard said. "There
"The men got off to a good really wasn't anywhere to move. "
. start," Preston said. "The did a pretThe lop runner for the Lady
ty good job of sticking together."
Miners was Kim Hoffman, placing
The top finisher for the Miners 66th . She was followed by Sheri
was Dale Elliot, placing 43rd . Lentz (121 st) and Deb Leonard
Kevin McGuire and Kevin Johnson (I 42nd).
followed him to the finish, placing
The Lady Miners ' times were
69th and 85th respectively.
as follows: Kim Hoffman- 19: 37;
"Dale Elliot ran a lot better that Sheri Lentz-20: 35; Deb Leonardlast week," Preston said. "Both 21: 05 ; Tera McCallum- 22: 05 ;
and
Kevin's have also continued to Jennie Garrison-23: 35.
steadily improve."
"We were all expecting to have

faster times than we did," Leonard
said. "It was just to rainy and
muddy."
"The course was not in good
shape," runner Tera McCallum said.
"There were some puddles that you
needed scuba gear to get through. "
The Miners and Lady Miners
are now looking forward to Conference, there last meet of the year.
"We got a good look at the Conference teams this weekend," Preston said . "It's going to be hard to
catch a lot of them."
The team has started its speed
phase of the workout program, trying to peak at their final meet, which
will be the Mid-America Intercollegiate Ath letic Association championships. The meet is schec:fuled for
Sunday, Oct. 24 and has been moved
to UMR from Southwest Baptist
University in Joplin, Mo. Scheduled
start time is I p.m. on the UMR golf
course.

Football to take on the Mules

Sean Zuckerm an
Sports Editor

The University of MissouriRolla football team looks to improve
upon their 0-6 record this weekend as
they take their show to Central Missouri State University.
The Miners are expecting a battle
from CMSU. The Mules have won 12
of the last 13 match-ups . The last time
the Miners won a game against Central was during George Bush's presidency.
"Gverall they've always been a
fairly decent team. And this year
they've got a fairly good defense.
Their offense is struggling somewhat
compared to past years, but they've
always been a very good contender as
far as [Mid,America Intercollegiate
Athletic Association1 goes," Jason
Elrod said.
CMSU lost this past weekend to
Truman State in a 24-13 upset. The
loss drops the Mules to 3-3 overall
and 1-3 in Mid-America Intercollegiate Athletic Association play.
The Mule defense will be strong.
Their leading tackler has tallied 53 on
the season. Defensive end Colston
Weatherington has recorded nine
sacks on the year, as many as the
Miner's defense combined.
"Right now they're stutlling a
little bit on offense trying to find their
place, but I think it's a'team that if you
go up there and play well yo u get a
chance to be successfull at least from
a defensive standpoint. I think it's
going to be a slugfest against their
defense. It 's going 10 be a good game
that way," assistant coach Shawn Corbett said.
The Miners are coming off a 53-

18 loss to Washburn University this
past weekend in Topeka, Kan. for
Washburn's homecoming game. Like
several other games this year, the men
kept the game close for part of the
game but could not maintain their
efforts.
"I feel like for the first two quarters we were doing pretty good and
then we just started to break down on
the second half," running back Ken
Okwuonu said.
Washburn claimed the first three
scores of the game in the first quarter
racking up a total of 15 points in .less
than seven minutes. The Ichabods utilized their whole offense scoring two
touchdowns, one off a one yard one
and the other off a 36-yard pass, and a
22-yard field goal.
UMR's only points in the first
quarter came from Alex Mendrygal
who booted a 21-yard field goal.
Mendrygal tied a school record on the
day kicking for four field goals. A
fifth attempt narrowly missed, which
would have given him the record outright.
The Miner's effort culminated in
the second quarter. UMR managed to
erase the 15-3 deficit thanks to two
Mendrygal field goals from 33- and
38- yards out. Okwuonu also contributed a 47-yard touchdown to the
comeback.
The tie did not last long, however. Washburn's Barry Galbraith connected with Joe Banks for a 46-yard
touchdown, which pushed the lehabods ahead 22-15. A field goal for
both sides left the score at 25-18
going into the half.
The Miner's performance after
the half was lackluster. The Ichabods
scored 28 unanswered points in the

second half to bury UMR in a 53-18
The Miners offense was held to
40 yards of during the second half.
"During the .second half the
offense wasn't picking up too much,
and our defense was breaking down,"
Okwuonu said.
The defense allowed 492 yards
of total offense, 232 of which came
from rushing. On the offensive side,
Okwuonu accounted for the majority
of UMR's offense. His 131 yards on
29 carrie~ helped the Miner~ tally 180
yards on the ground. The total offense
came to 222 yards on the day.
"I think overall we didn't do as
well as we would have liked to have
done. We had a couple of good plays,
but we let down quite a few times on
certain things I know we can do better
ai. We just kinda got to get more mentally prepared than what we're doing
," Elrod said.
The Miners do feel that they
have a chance to beat the Mules,
though.
"Offensively we just have to
keep it simple and try to keep our
defense off the field as much as we
can. Central 's a team that we feel we
have a chance to compete with and
possibly beat," Corbett said.
After this weekend 's game
against CMSU, the Miners return
home on Oct. 23 for a Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletic Association
against Southwest Baptist. UMR is
currently 0-6 on the season and 0-4 in
MIAA play. The men only have one
other home game, Nov. 6 against
perennial powerhouse Northwest Missouri State University. The last home
game of the 1999 season will be senior day. Students can gain free admission with a student !D.
lo~s.

Deb Leonard and Sheri Lentz navigate the course last
Saturday at the Border States Invitational held at Washing
ton University in St. Louis, Mo_ The women finished 20 out of
24 teams while the men captured 14th out of 22 teams. The
next meet for both the men and women is the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletic Association championships. The
meet is scheduled for Sunday, Oct_ 24 at 1 p.m. on the UMR
golf course.
photo by Wendy Hoffman

Student
Fun
League
Weeks 3 and 4
Women's Handicapped High
Angie Cormach 157- 181-1 67(+2 19)

Sarah Reeves 168-145-181(+231)
Gretchen Schroeder 147-109-1 21(+300) Kelly O'Donnell 139- 180-159(+
195)

Men's Handicapped High
Rob McCarter 215- 174-180(+192)

Jack Reeves 167-213-194(+204)

Jack Reeves 165-166-168(+246)

Jim Sodarn 246-2 12-237(+72)

Mine r Mara thon

..........
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soccer resume play after second ten day rest with three matches
Men~ls

Sean Zuckerman
Sports Editor
The University of MissouriRolla men's soccer team is coming
off an II day break to face three
opponents in five days.
The men last saw action Oct. 2
against Missouri Southern in Joplin,

t~~
DooutV&
-:;.J;~.i.§ DUl J

~rOnlf

Mo. Two goals early in the second
half pushed the Miners ahead of the
Lions and gave them their second win
in as many games, which brought
their record up to 5-5.
UMR was scheduled to play the
University of Missouri-St. Louis on
Tuesday Oct. 5, but a scheduling error
caused the cancellation of the game
due to a lack of referees. The cancellation gave the men their second 10day plus break of the season. The
break all ows the Miners more time to
prepare for their run at a NCAA Division II national tournament slot.
The men' end their break today
with a game against Missouri Baptist

FUll If.RVIC£ fANNING ~ BWnr ~I.ON

.'

1ij) W. ~~ ~olla

at St. Loui s. The game time is set for
7 p.m. with the women precedi ng the
men's game. While the game is not a
Mid-America Intercollegiate Ath letic
Association game, it is still important.
After their bout with Missouri
Baptist, the Miners hit the road for
High land Heights, Kan. where they
wi ll take on Charleston and Northern
Kentucky.
The men will then return to
Roll a on Tuesday, Oct. 19 for a game
against Northeastern State. After next
Tuesday, on ly three games remain in
the regular season. The men 's regular
season ends on Oct. 31.

Miner Match-up
Football

Ma!~d!, S\I.~\' ~ \.\

UMR (0-6)

~l~m
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Women's soccer wins two games
Sean Zuckerman
Sports Editor
The Lady Miner soccer team is
cont inu ing their success with an
undefeated record in conference play
and a three game unbeaten streak.
Whi le the men's team was idle
the women were keeping busy.
Despite a cancellation due to a lack
of referees, the Lady Miners faced
off against Uni versity of Missouri-St.
Louis on Oct. 6, one day after their
scheduled match.
The University of MissouriRolla Lady Miners took control of
the game early. Denise McMillan
scored after just 12:48 of play. Lizz
Szkrybalo and Jessica Shultz picked
up the two assists on the only geal of
the first half.
UMSL's Jennifer Terbrock
answered UMR with a goal after tess
than three minutes of play in the second half to tie the game at I-I.
Szkrybalo netted her ninth goal of

.

the season shortly thereafter to push
UMR ahead 2-1. Amanda Gilbertson
. picked up her first assist of the season on the goal. UMSL was not
done, though. The Riverwomen produced one more goal to tie the game
at two goals apiece.
Neither side could muster a goal
before the end of regulation play. The
situation continued through two
overtimes at which point they called
the game a draw.
The women then faced Northwest Missouri State last Sunday at
home. The Lady Miners dominated
the game from the first whistle.
Szkrybalo opened the scoring
after less than four minutes of play.
McMi llan was quick to follow. She
finished the day ~ith three goals and
one assist to push her into the scoring
lead for the Lady Miners. Overall the
women out shot NMSU 43-1 to complete the domination.
The next home game is Friday
Oct. 22 against Truman State.

Miner Match-up

Saturday, Oct. "
Warrensburg, M_".......<i£._,
Game time 2 p.m

&11WJlIKllTII

TEAMWORK
HBE

Is a major force In the engineering, architecture, design ~nd construction

Industries. As leaders In the design and construction of healthcare facilities,
banks and credit unions, we have completed projects In 49 of the 50 United
States. HBE also applies Its Design-Build approach to the Adam's Mark luxury
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convention hotel chain, a subsidiary of HBE.

Because of our contln.ulng growth and track record, HBE Is looking for
qualified people with experience In engineering, architecture, and construction
management. H!JE offers competitive benefits and a spirit of teamwork
unmatched In the Industry.

Job openings Include:

$3.1

• Architectural designers
• Architectural Job captains

SCHLUMBERGER gives you the finest technology, training and support
in the world. Then gives you the autonomy to prove your mettle.
Accept the challenge. Push your limits. The view is great at the top.

• Architectural draftsperson
• Electrical designers
• Structural designers
• Clvlll8ngineers

Missouri Interviews

• Civil designers

Infonnation Meeting:
October ']3, 1999 • 7:00pm'9:00pm
Humanities Social Sciences, Room G5

• Mechanical designers

Candidates shou ld send resumes to:
Mr. Gary Fallert, Director of Personnel
11330. Olive Boulevard
St. Louis, MO 63141
email gfallert@hbecorp.com
or visit us at www.hbecorp.com

Interviewing:
October 14, 1999

u
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After Being Raised in Cheap Motels, Jack William's Next Home Could be the NFL
Bill Plaschke
L.A. Times/Washington Post
Checkout time is now. Jack
Williams knows this. He lays awake
at night, surrounded by his new life
and good fortune and NFL future, and
waits for the nightmares.
"I look at the ceiling ... and I get
scared that I'll end up back in one of
those holes," he said. "I tell myself,
'Never.' Checkout time is not noon,
despite what appears on the faded
signs at the cheap motels where one of
Southern.California's toughest college
football players lived while growing
up.
Checkout time is not 3 p.m.,
when his parents would hastily collect
everything and move out on days they
couldn't pay the bill. Checkout time is
right now, right here, at Azusa Pacific,
where Williams is defending NAIA
player of the year and senior leader of
the defending national champion
Cougars.
He no longer shares beds and
floor with his family in cramped
rooms where you pay by the day and
live by the hour.
But, as if those rooms were in the
Hotel California, he's wondering ifhe
can ever leave.
Jack Williams, 23, knows that
this is his first and last chance.
"My time to get out and never
look back," he said.
Those touchdowns he scores as a
running back? For the tinfes he
sprayed air freshener on his clothes to
get rid of the smoky motel smell.
Those tackles he makes as a safety? For the times he ran to the front of
nearby houses so friends picking him
up would think he lived there.
When returning kicks and punts,
he's running from the constant blare
of a motel television set that allowed
him peace only with sleep.
This 5-foot-II, 210-pounder has
appeared in two-thirds of the team's
plays this season, and little wonder.
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The field feels like home, unlike the
Apollo Motel, or the Super 8, or the
Motel 6. The field also feels safe,
unlike during those years when
Williams grew up in a unique and
desperate form of poverty. His usually
unemployed parents, unable to afford
deposits for even a rundown apartment, tried to provide a foundation for
him and four siblings in the most transient places on earth. Mostly they
lived in the since-sold Apollo, in
Downey, in an area of low-rent strip
malls, sharing a parking lot with a
liquor store.
One of his sisters was actually
born in room 203. They usually lived
in room 115. Mom and Dad would
sleep in one bed. Three children in
another bed. TWo others on the floor.
They used a small portable stove for
dinner, the bathroom for washing and
drying clothes, and a nearby cul-desac fur pre!end.
"Whenever friends would come
pick me up, I would tell them I lived
in a real house behind the motel,"
Williams said. "I WOUld climb up on
the fence , wait until I heard a beep,
then act like I was running out of that
house. Like James Bond 007."
Williams learned about more
than embarrassment at the Apollo. He
learned about sex from the prostituies
down one hall . "As kids we realized
it was about having a different guy
every hour."
He learned about drugs from the
dealers down another hall. "Before I
quit everything at 17, I did every drug
known to man."
One day during his freshman
year at Downey High, he also learned
about consequences. Finally old
enough to be aware and angry about
his living conditions, he screamed at
his father to find a job. His father
screamed back, and soon they were
rolling around the floor wrestling.
Williams' brother called the police,
but before they arrived, Williams'
father had ordered him out of the

room for good.
He has not lived with his family
since. Williams spent the rest of his
high school years with the family of
his then-girlfriend, then moved out
when they broke up and lived with
other families before settling with his
new wife and her mom nearby.
Little wonder Williams did not
play serious football until he was a
senior at Downey High, and only on a
bet.
Little wonder he now plays as if
trying to make somebody pay.
"There's many times he could
run outside, but he just tries to knock
guys out," said Peter Shinnick, coach
of the fifth-ranked Cougars. "He
could go around people but, instead,
he goes over them."
Everywhere, he does this.
That fight with his father?
They' re still rolling around.
A scout from nearly every NFL
team has seen Williams play college
football.
His parents, who live in a trailer
in Downey, never have. He is expected to be taken as high as the fourth
round in next spring's NFL draft,
probably as a safety.
Said his father, Earl, "People are
talking about him playing in the NFL?
We didn't know he was that good."
Said his 20-year-old sister, Eve-

Iyn: "What is he, a quarterback?"
Williams remains in contact with
his family only through his 13-yearold brother, who lives with Williams
and his wife during the school year.
Checkout time is now, and on his way
out, Jack Williams is throwing away
the key.
"If I make the NFL, I'm taking
my little brother and we're gone,"
Williams said. "Football is my gift,
my way out." Alice Callaghan, advocate for the impoverished and director
of the downtown Las Familias del
Pueblo Community Cenier, said such
determination in the children of motel
families is not surprising.
"These are usually kids whose
parents live not just week to week, but
day to day," she said. "It's an extraordinarily unsettling thing for a child.
"They have a dream, they hold
on to it tenaciously because there is so
little to .hold on to in real life."
Jack and EvelYn used to feel so
trapped, they would leave the room to
knock on · all the other doors in the
motel, offering to empty patrons '
trash for cash that they could use during lengthy visits to the liquor store.
"If I could take it all back, I
wouldn't raise them at a motel," Earl
said. "But it was a choice 'Of putting a
roof on their head, or them being
homeless."
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Williams' parents want 10 be part
of their son's life again, but they say
it's hard without a car. Said Earl:
"How can we get to his games?"
Nobody could be blamed for thinking
Williams wouldn't amount to much.
After all, the only reason he played
high school football was because as a
junior, he bet his buddy he could make
the team 'in spring practice and be listed higher on the depth chart. "Then I
actually made the team as a starting
running back," Williams said. "So I
just stuck with it."
At the same time, his surrogate
family, Maria and Galo Rodriguez,
were giving him the big house and .
family dinners that his parents couldn't. "He came to us, he didn't know
how to dress, didn't know how to act,"
Rodriguez said. "But you know, he
cleaned up real nice." He cleaned up
enough to succeed at Long Beach City
College, then at Brigham Young for a
year before his homesick wife brought
him back to the Southland.
And next? Could he really go
from the Apollo Motel to the Westins
and Hyatts of the big time?
"A lot of people told me I would
never change," Williams said. "I've
heard it 100 times. 'You ' re white
trash, and you'll always be white
trash.' I've never believed any of
them."

t .... ..a••

3 on 3 Basketball
Co-Ed Volleyball*
Racquet Ball
Table Tennis
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Miner Sports Recap

;

Women's Soccer:

Men's Soccer:

Football:

Cross Country

UMR
vs.
Missouri-St. Louis

UMR
vs.
Missouri Southern

UMR
vs.
Washburn University

Border States Invitational

43.
69.
85.
106.
129.
130.
140.

Denise
Lizz
Goalie: Ana Mora
UM
vs.
Northwest Missouri State
'w

UMR6
NWMSU 0

McMillan 3 goals, 1 ~ssist
UMR 43 shots on goal
NWMSU 1 shot on goal

Goalie: Todd Wilfling 2
saves
UMR9 shots on goal
Missouri Southern 5 shots
on goal

26:42
27:21
27:46
28:1 0
28:44
28:45
28:55

Ken
131 yards
Sam Petty 3
yards
Defense:
Nathan Hoenshell 8 tackles
Tom Benassi 7 tackles
Drew Bullocks 6 tackles

66. Kim Hoffman, 19:37
121. Sheri Lentz, 20:35
142. Deb Leonard, 21 :05
170. Tera McCallum, 22:05
200. Jennie Garrison, 23:35

~
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Blundering 'Pirates' take over Castleman
Gretchen Gawer
Assistant Features Editor
This Friday and Saturday, Oct.
15 and 16, Opera a La Carte will present the first of the University of Missouri-Rolla's Perfonning Arts series
producitons, Gilbert and Sullivan 's
"Pirates of Penzance." Both perfonnances are scheduled for 8 p.m. in the
Leach Theatre in Castleman Hall.
Tickets are on sale at the UMR ticket
window and are $25.00 each. 'However, the Student Union Board has made
free tickets available to the first 150

students presenting ID at the ticket
window who may choose whatever
seat is available.
Opera a La Carte, a nationally
recognized touring company from Los
Angeles, will be presenting the musical about the misadventures of daring
pirates, blundering policemen, giggling maidens and the 'Very Model of
a Modem Major General' . British
Gilbert and Sullivan specialist
Richard Sheldon, who directs this rendition, founded the touring company
in 1970. The company only performs
works by Gilllert and Sullivan.

Richard Sheldon's ' The Pirates
of Penzance' has been critically
acclaimed as a fresh treatment on a
perhaps outdated play. The Los Angeles Times remarked that Opera A La
Carte's production was "bright and
fresh . .. [Richard Sheldon1 has assembled a youthful company that treated
'Pirates' as newly minted. No dead
routines here.;'
The Pasadena Herald Tribune
said, "The young cast gave a brilliant
perfonnance .. ' Pirates' is a topnotch production in every aspect
imaginable." Daily Variety reviewed

it saying, "Musically"and dramatically
this ' Pirates' is a pro show top to bottom."
According to John Woodfin,
director of the UMR theatre program
and member of the Campus Perfonning Arts Committee, students can
expect, "A very exciting evening of
music, singing, dancing, with an
abundance of scenery. The British
team of Gilbert and Sullivan were the
most
popular
light
opera
composerllyricist of the late 1800's
and early 1900's."
However, those of you who hate

opera should not discount this musical
as such. Woodfin said, "This should
in no way be confused with classical
opera. It is light, funny, and those
who attend should plan to spend the
evening lallghing and humming the
tunes on their way home.
Premiering on Dec. 30, 1879 in
New York City, Gilbert and Sulivan's
'Pirates of Penzance' was an international hit. Subtitled ' The Slave of
Duty,' the silly, light-hearted plot centers on Frederic who was accidentally

see Pirates, page 10

Fashion:

It's not Halloween yet!
Abere Karibi-ikiriko
Fashion columnist

obviously aware of that with all the
leather commercials. Don't go all
leather though or you' ll look like you
are from the eighties! Just combine
leather pants or a leather skirt with
cotton T-shirt. Leather tops are not

With all the homework to do and
the tests to study for, students don't
have time to worry about what they
wear. For most students,
anything
would do. However, I searched the
campus to bring
you this week's
campus fashion .
Walking at the
puck last week, I
spotted a weird figure. Oh my gosh,
hit the pavement!
It's
the
Unibomber! !!! Taking
a closer look I realized it was not the
Unibomber
but
Jason Payne, Vice
President for Programming for the
Thomas Jefferson
Hall Association!
What
prompted
him to look so
scary this cool but
sunny day? Could
Jason Payne looks great in the hooded
he be hiding from
sweatshirt,
but the glasses don't make it.
someone?
And
photo by Abere Karibi-Ikiriko
what's up with the
letter? However, he
could easily improve his looks by just quite back yet but of course you can't
recombining his outfit. Hoods are in go wrong with a leather jacket. But if
fashion so he could easily let it down you want a really cool look just wear
for a more casual look since its not a skirt with knee high leather boots.
It's the season for leather!
I that windy yet Sticking the letter in
his backpack would be a great idea.
But the glasses have gotta go, no one Fasbion advice for guys: Okay so
wears glasses like that anymore. They you are afraid to dye your hair. But
could be replaced by smaller, darker you can still look cool by hiding your
ones for a really cool look. Yes, Jason hair under a hat. I' m not talking about
is a pretty good-looking guy when he cowboy hats or baseball hats. Barets
isn't looking like this. Save it for Hal- are in and look really cool when worn
well . However, the only acceptable
loween!
color right now is black or navy blue.
Fasblon advice for girls: Yes the
leather look is back and the GAP is

Opera a La Carte presents Gilbert and Sullivan'S "The Pirates of Pe.nzance';· at th-e uill~
veristy of Missouri-Rolla's Castleman Theater. The play includes the antics of blundering
photo courtesy of Opera a La Carte
pirates and general silliness.

Chad Cole's Culinary Corner:

Cheese can be the student's friend
moment when all of the Missouri
Miner's readers will learn about the
. science of CHEESE. Cheese, you
This edition of my food column may ask? What the heck do I care
is an interlude to the continuing abo ut how cheese is made? Well, for
pasta/cheap food story. Don't worry the lactose toleran t majority of us,
though, you j ust have to wait an extra the answer is in front of us with nearweek to be more enlightened on the ly every meal. Just think about how
golden topic of pasta. For now, I much cheese you consume in an
would like to address a burning ques- average day. Think about all of the
tion within my mind. I may just be many colors, tastes, and shapes of
extremely weird in even thinking cheeses in the world. Now, isn 't your
about this question, but I have a feel- interest the least bit piqued as to the
ing that there are others out there origins and chemistry of this comwho at times have been curious on mon substance that enters your stomthis subject. Or maybe this is some- ach so frequently? Come on engithing that everybody wonders about neers, you're supposed to be intereston occasion, they are just too lazy to ed in how things work.
History of cheese: According to
ask the question or go find out on
their own'.
legend, cheese was first discovered
Well, whatever the reason, about four thousand years ago when
whatever the circumstances, this an Arabian merchant trekked across
week marks the earth-shaking the desert with some milk in his can-

Culinary Columnist

teen. Although this may sound like
an asinine thing to do, his stupidity
brought forth a combination of curds
and whey, the curds of which would
later become known as "cheese." The
art of cheese-maki ng quickly migrated from Asia to Europe and then
hitched a ride upon the Mayflower to
America in 1620.
In the landmark year of 1851 ,
the first United States cheese factory
was built by the brilliant Jesse
Williams in Oneida County, New
York. The great cheese race took off,
and irs popularity soon reached the
West coast. Wisconsin started to
make a name for itself in 1868 when
the Limburger cheese factory was
opened, and of course the rest of that
state's history is entangled in a web
of cheese.

see Cheese, pBge 10
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Cheese
From page 9
Cheese production has spiked in
the twentieth century and continues to
grow. Sorry I got a little wordy this
week, but stay tuned for next week's
conti nuing saga of the story of
pasta ....
The cheese quIz:
(answers appear next week)
1. I am an all-time favorite and the
most produced cheese on the block,
I'm often asked if age is a detriment to
my ever-growing popularity. It isn't. I
only get better and sharper. Ask any of
my friends with whom I'm often seen
- apples, pears, onions, tomatoes,

red wine, even beer. And I appear in
soups, sauces, salads, sandwiches,
casseroles and pizza. I'm a pretty versatile hunk, wouldn't you say?
Oh,yeah, I' m orange and English too.
2. I've O"nly been in this country for
just over twenty years. I'm very close
in texture and taste to my Italian
cousin Mozzarella, but most think that
I have a much fuller flavor. I'm white
and Italian too. Many three and four
cheese mixes contain me.
3. I'm crumbly, moldy, taste sweeter
with age, and I always get thrown on
freakin ' salads.
4. I was originally produced by monks
in medieval monasteries. I'm very
mellow, easy going if you will. I melt
very easily and top off pizzas perfectly. My first letter i~ an 'M. '
S. I like to hang out with a hot crew,

such as jalapeno peppers, but I'm actually a very cool character. David Jacks
created me in Monterey, California in
the 1890s.
Recipe: "Cheese things"
Preheat oven to 350 degrees. Cut little
cubes I cm X I cm X I crn in dimension of your favorite kinds of cheese.
(my favorites for this are Swiss, Cojack, Cheddar, Mozzarella, and American) Align on cookie sheet in evenly
spaced grid-like pattern of rows and
columns, with about an inch and a half
space between each cube on all sides.
Stick in oven for around five minutes
per batch. Degrease and serve. Experiment with what your favorite type
and consistency of melted cheese is.
Great for appetizer.s.

October 13, 1999

Pirates
From page 9
apprenticed to the Pirate King. After he is 21, he is turned free and
decides to join the police force in order to stop his former colleagues.
Back in England, he falls in love with Mabel, the daughter of Major
General Stanely.
The pirates are out for revenge on Stan ely at the same time Frederic is planning a police raid against them. But the plot twists when Frederic finds out the truth-that he is still bound to his old pirate master and
he is helpless against them.
Woodfin also added, "I would like to see a large student response to
this show. I can promise an outstanding performance to those who
attend. I really believe that the students on the campus should take
advantage of this performance."
The UMR Campus Performing Arts Series i ncludes four more performances in 1999-2000: "It's a Wonderful Life," Nov. 19; Footworks,
Jan . 28 , 2000; The Amadeus Trio, March 10; 2000; Preservation Hall
Jazz Band, April 7, 2000. For more information, call (573) 341-4219.

CJ's Computer Forum:

Due to technical
.difficulties, our
Employment and
Financial
Aid
Pullout Section
will be run next
week, October 20.

Other Internet sources avaliable!
the phone, and allows you to record a yoice message to be emailed back to the person or persons
who sent email to you. Other options from
Welcome back to CJ's Computer Forum. Last myTalk.com include the option for people to call
week's column featured the services offered by and leave you voicemail, as well as for the system
UMR's Printing and Mail Services. This week, as I to page you to let you know you have an email meswrite this from my new copy of MS Office 2000 sage waiting.
purchased from Printing and Mail Services, I will
Many companies are trying to offer such servbe covering the topic of the free email services that ices, and be the first to do so, they are all trying to
are available to anyone with Internet access.
cash in on the next big thing. You as the user are in I
As you may well know there are many differ- · prime position to benefit from these new technoloent services out there including Hotrnail, gies because many companies are offering these '
YahooMail, ExciteMail, and Email.com. Most of services free to users in exchange for advertising.
these services allow you to send, receive and have Through my own use of one box. com and of '
your mail forwarded fro.m any computer with Inter- myTalk.com I have yet to notice and advertising.on
net access. Let us discuss the other services, the the websites. myTalk.com does have some advertisones with the fun stuff.
ing over their phone service, but you can't have
Did you know there are services that allow you everything for free these days.
to get voicemail and faxes right over the Internet
One thing you can get free is my advice, visit
(onebox.com)? How about this situation, you are my website and email me a computer related quesgone for Stucco Free Day weekend and you really tion and I will answer it, the best questions and
need to check your email, but you are not any answers will be printed in your school newspaper,
where near a computer with internet access. Well, The Missouri Miner.
myTalk.com is the solution.
myTalk:com allows you to send and receive Disclaimer; The opinions in this column do not
email by dialing a toll free phone number. The com- reflect the opinions of the Missouri Miner or its
puter on the other end reads your email to you over staff.

CJHammond

Software Columnist

Meanwhile ...
Employment information is available
on the Inte.rnet!!!
Go to: http://www.umr.edu/-career
Click on the student door, "Lists", then "On Campus Interview
Schedules and Criteria"
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ZTA hosts fundraiser for
breast cancer foundation
Amanda Wilson
Zeta Tau Alpha
On Saturday, Sept. II the Zeta
Tau Alpha chapter at the Un iversity of
Missouri-Rolla focused their time and
attention to hosting their annual vo lleyball tourn ament. All proceeds from
Ihis tournament went to Zeta Tau
Alpha's national philanthropy, the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation. The tourn ament was a doub le
elimination tournament w ith matches
being held at Sigma Nu, Sigma Pi,
Kappa Sigma, and Schumann Park.
Each year Zeta hos!§ a volleyball tournament in the fall and a soccer tournament in the spring. T his year over
$/000 was donated tot he .S usan G.
Komen Breast Cancer Fo undation in
the Zeta's name.
In 1980, Nancy Brinker watched
her 36-year-old sister, a beautiful wife
and mother of two, lose her battle
with breast cancer. Susan Komen 's
deathbed request to her sister was,
"Do something." This request was the
beginning of a foundation that now
helps women face this painful disease.
Founded by Nancy Brinker, the Susan
G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation
has become the country's ' preeminent
educator for early breast cancer detection and one of the largest sources of
private funding for breast cancer
research in the United States. Its mission to acbieve higher recovery rates
for breast cancer victims bv advancing education, treatment and research.
The women of Zeta Tau Alpha
have chosen this foundation as their

nat ional phi lan thropy. The commitment to this foundation lasts throughout the year. Over the summer some
local Zetas participated in the Race
for the Cure. This is a 5-kilometer
rum/walk. The race is hosted in cities
all over the country.
The Race for the Cure raises
money for the Susan G. Komen Foundation. The Foundation then gives a
portion of the mom,y raised to the
community, .in the form of grants to
breast cancer research facilities in the
surro und ing areas. O ne of the women
in the Zeta chapter at UMR participated in the race in Kansas C ity. O ver
10,000 runners partici pated in the
event. Runners had the opportunity to
honor someone that had dies of breast
cancer by wearing a pink placard on
their race shirts. This event celebrated
the survivor 's struggle and triumph
over breast cancer, yet at. the same
time it also honored those who fell
victim to the disease.
October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month. Once again the women of
Zeta Tau Alpha are getting involved.
They will be passing out pink ribbons
on campus and throughout the community. These pink ribbons are worn
as a reminder of the thousands of
women lost every year to breast cancer. It is also a reminder to all of us
that early detection is the key to fighting the war against breast cancer. Zeta
also distributes shower cards, which
exolain how to e: ive self-breast exams.
If you would like a pink ribbon or a
shower card, please call Zeta Tau
Alpha at 364-6463 .

Say ho/a to Argentina!
Jonathan Buhacoff
SHPE

n
, street
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Sf.
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the 19th century but were unsuccessful. A few years later Argentina
declared independence from Spain.
This is the last week of Nation- One of the new patriots, Jose de San
al Hispanic Heritage Month. My her- Martin, did a lot to break Spain's
itage is Argentine, so I want to share hold on South America.
a little bit about it. Argentina is popIf you ever visit Argentina and
ulated by more than 30 million peo- see a statue of a man on a horse, it's
ple. About a third of them live in and probably San Martin. Argentina's
around the 'capital, Buenos Aires. Of independence day is celebrated on
the 9th of July. The southern tip of
the rest, a large percent live in urban
areas. The currency is the Argentine mainland Argentina is very, very
Peso, which has a I to I ratio with
cold. Tierra del Fuego is home of
the US Dollar.
some large rainbow trouts and a
compact disc factory. Argentina even
Although Argentina was ruled
by some of the European countries, it owns part of the South Pole.
Argentina has its own movie
was no pushover. The first Spaniard
to land in Argentina, Juan de Solis, . industry, though we don't hear about
was killed in 1516. Several attempts it much in the United States. A lot of
to found Buenos Aires, today's capi- our movies are shown down there
tal, were stopped by the local inhabi- with subtitles and translations. I saw
tants. When Spain finally established "Star Wars: A New Hope" there, at a
Buenos Aires, the city was mostly really nice mall that was built into a
neglected because Spain was more downtown block. The people there
really know how to enjoy theminterested in developing Lima (in
Peru). The British attacked early in
selves.

-

Zeta Tau Alpha hosts volleyball tournament to benefit their national philanthropy, the
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation_ This year, the sorority donated over $1000.
photo courtesy of Zeta Tau Alpha

Earth Science Week auction held
Elizabeth Morris
C.L. Dake Geological Society
The AAPG/C. L. Dake Geological Society is happy to invite everyone to participate in the second annual Earth Science Week sponsored in
part ' by the American Geo logica l
Institute. The week extends from Oct.
10-16 with events all over the United
States, Canada, Australia, Germany
and India.
Activities at the University of

Missouri-Rolla include a t-shirt raffle at the Puck and distribution of
information and bookmarks. Friday
afternoon, severa! members will be
visiting a local fourth g rade classroom
to expose them to the man y minerals
that surround them thro ugh an id'e ntification activity.
The Semi-Annual Mineral Auction will be held in McNutt on Saturday, Oct. 16. The auction is open to
faculty, staff, students and the general
public. A variety of rocks, minerals,

fossils and artifacts will be available
for bidding. Registration is from 9
a.m. until noon. The main auction
starts at I p.m. The silent auctions end
at 3 p.m.
This is a great opportunity for
students and the community to see
and buy beautiful minerals and fossil
specimens. So come one and all and
discover the Earth Sciences th at are
all arou nd us! For more information
contact Liz at 'ejrnorris@umr .J
e du.

Sigma Tau Gamma serves up hotwings
Chris Moore
Sigma Tau Gamma
This year the second annual Sig
Tau Wingathon will be held on Sunday, Oct. 17, from noon to 6 p.m. For
those of you who do not remember,
the Wingathon. is a hot wings dinner
prepared and served by Sigma Tau
Gamma Fraternity and Delta Omicron

Lambda. The wings come in eight different 'styles: Honey Mustard, Sweet
n' Spicy, Mild, Medium, Hot, The
Green Monsters (special jalapeno
wings), Cherynobel, and the infamous
Death Wings.
You can have your wings at Sig
Tau or order carry-out. Sig Tau's CoWingathon Chairman, Bob Barciszewski, reports, ':This year's

Wingathon is expected to be a great
success. We have more wi ngs this
year than last and more fryers, so people won't be waiting as long to get
their food. Everybody who came last
year loved it, so I'm hoping that reputation will bring even more people
this year." Sigma Tau Gamma wi ll be
giving out more information by the
Puck the week before Oct. 17.

Viva Las Vegas!!!!
151 daze till 'Best Ever' St. Pat's Rick Willis
St. Pat's Committee
First off, the SI. Pat's Committee
would like to congratulate the sweat;
shirt design winners. In first place, on
the green sweatshirt, was Matt Wolk.
Matt won himself a big wad of cash
($100). In second place and with a
smaller wad of cash ($75), was Lee
Harmon. It may have been a smaller
wad, but who would pass it up? And in
third place, with a grand total of 50
bones, was Josh Colwell. I'm sure that
they all had a good time creating their

designs and will put their money
towards books or something else thars
school related .
Keep in mind that it is never too
late to join the best organization on
campus. The St Pat's committee is
always looking for new members. If
you have any questions or need any
information you can e-mail Brian Johnson at bwj@Umr . edu. Or you could
stop by his room at Delta Tau Delta. He
lives on the right side of the house on
the wing. It's the first door on the left
after the main room.
Alrigfit, we would also like to

announce the parade theme for St. Pat's
2000. It's "Viva Las Vegas". So, start
thinking about what you want to do for
a float in the parade. Irs always good to
get these things out of the way early.
Man, I sounded a lot like my mom their.
Well, green sales have started at
the puck again so go out and get your
green. We would aiso like to thank you
for buying up all of the limited edition
sweatshirts so quickly. We may have a
few left, so, stop up at the puck and fmd
out. We also have the black hats out and
the white version is on it's way.
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Reagan
From page 4
took together in the hay-scented,
wide-earth days of my childhood,
I rode a horse my father had given
me. He rode ahead, hi s back wide
and muscular. I waited for him to
tum , for his arm to swing around,

for his hand to rest on the back of
the saddle or his horse's rump as his
eyes met mine. Then I would search
for topics of
conversation I hoped would engage
him, bring him closer to me. There
were only three: spiritual matters,
usuall y in the form of questions
about God or heaven or Jes us;
nature; and anything outside the
confines of reali ty-dreams, colorful imaginings, stories. That's why
it makes perfect sense to me that
Edmund chose to insert himself fictionall y in this biography. In order
to reach for Ron ald Reagan, one
had to stretch beyond dry facts,
ordinary reali ty. One had to imagine. Even then there was no guarantee that he would be less mystifying.
"He sees the world as a swimmer sees it," Edmund writes. When
I was a child, I rode on my father's
back in the swimming pool, pretending we were in a remote river. I
used to call the deep end the Amazon; my father would point to imaginary reptiles and other dangers,
carefully steering us around them.
As a teenager, I followed him into
the ocean and bodysurfed waves so
big they terrified me. But I pretended to have no fear, just so I could be
with him. I see now, from reading
"Dutch," that I was closer to my
father at these times because I had
slipped into his solitary world. For a
brief time, we were side by side in
an isolated, watery escape.
"The swimmer enjoys a loneliness greater, yet oddly more comforting, than that of the long-distance runner," Edmund writes.
"Others may swim alongside for a
while, but their individuality tends
to refract away, through the bubbles
and the blur." Reading all these
years later that my father didn't need
anyone, I felt relief. I had always
thought it was me he didn't need.
I now understand more clearly
some of my father's early experiences. I had heard the story of my
father pulling his father into the
house after finding him drunk and
passed out in the snow. But in his
autobiography and in our family the
story was always sketchy, devoid of
feeling, color. Now, more. than 30
years later, because of "Dutch," I
can see him: the slender, myopic,
II-year-old boy who resented his
father-for his binge drinkin g, his
endless sequence of jobs, his failures, his infidelities, the way he
favored his older son, Neil. The boy
gritted his teeth, summoned his
strength and dragged his father,
Jack, inside. In a revealing conversation with Edmund, my father
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recalled another incident. Once, his
father returned home and tried to
kiss his young son- who "recoiled
from the hot, prickly breath of
affection," Edmund writes. "In one
way or M other, Jack's younger son
has been rejecting intimacy ever
since.
I wish I had a dollar for each of the
friends and fanlily members who
complained to me that Dutch never
let them "get anywhere near." '
I had always wanted to know
more about my father's childhood,
knowing intui tivel y that there .
would be clues there to the man he
would become with his own children. As I read this passage of the
book, I thought sadl y of the time I
turned away from my father during
one of our estrangements, when he
wrote letters to me, phoned me,
asked to see me. I said no, punishing him for his genial remove, his
aloofness, fo r all my years of
searching for him and not finding
him. Now I regret this.
"Dutch" is dedicated to Christine Reagan, a half-sister I never
knew I had. Long before I was born,
she li ved onl y nine hours-long
enough to have a name and an effect
on her parents'
lives. Christine was folded into history and hidden away. Until now. It
says so much about my father. He
lost a child, and I think that loss was
more than his heart could bear and
so it did what hearts often do--shut
down. Somewhere in the ache and
the silence and the ashes of a cremated child, he made sure he would
never hurt fike that again. No wonder he retreated from his children.
No wonder he offered bewilderment instead of the demonstrative
love my brothers and sister and I
wished for.
] still don't fully understand
my father. After all those years of

exhaustive research, even Edmund
says the man is a mystery. But
because of Edmund's book, ' I have
more clues, more threads to tie
together. More than that, I have a
sense of relief, a lifting of guilt. Not
understanding an elusive father is
only part of the story; what has
haunted me is the feeling that
maybe, if I had tried harder, been
better, been different, reached further, I could have known him. But
there are people who can never really be known, who will always be
partly in shadow, and I was born to
such a man.
Accepting that makes the rare
moments of closeness sweeter. I can
see him now as he was, the blue curl
of a wave looming behind us, and
the memory is lighter; there is no
longer the undertow of questions
that have tugged at me for decades.
While I would gladl y change man y
things in my past, I know now there
is nothing more I could have done
to know my father better. Edmund
has lifted some of the shadows for
me. But others remain and always
will. After reading "Dutch," .] am
content to leave them there.

Grotto
From page 1
say, well that's fine, but ho w about a
hundred dollars and put me on a teeshirt. So instead of doin g the regular
thing that everybody else does, ] try to
do a Iiitle bit extra and try to get
involved and know th e people 's
names and that kind of stuff. It 's a
student's bar. We reall y have got a
large [amount of] support from students, and we have since about four
months after we opened"
Being recognized as one of seven
coolest college bars in the nation is
truly an honor for Barrack, but he also
feels The Grotto is one of the "safest"
college bars in the nation,
" We 've had a lot of them [students] that walk come here, because it
is so much safer that way, and that's
something I' m re all y proud and happy
to see, is that the students nowadays
are rea ll y responsible when it comes
to that," Barrack said. "N ot all of
them of course, but the majority of the
students are very responsible when it
comes to drinking and dri ving. They
just walk over here, and that way they
don 't have to worry about no DWIs or
getting hurt or hurting an ybody else. ]
think that is part of the reason why we
are a student bar, becau§e I'd say
when we have ]50 people in here, 75
of them aren 't driving, and not too
many bars can say that. ] think maybe
twice in six years, that I know of, that
somebody has gotten a DW] that's left
from here. And we give free sodas;
we're involved with the CHEERS
program; we've been supporting that
ever since the beginning. They had an
awards ceremony at one of the football games two or three years ago and
they gave us a nice little award for
that."
A Ithough he hopes patrons
and potential patrons won ' t get the
wrong idea after seeing his bar featured in Playboy, Barrack doesn't
think it will have a negative. impact
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on his business.
"We don 't exploit women here,"
Barrack said . " We never have. I like
to have a girl behind the bar four
ni ghts a week, Wednesday through
Saturday, which by the way, we have
somebody at the door Wednesda y
throu gh Saturday checking IDsyou ' re not 21 , you ' re not welcome.
But, we have women here four ni ghts
a week, because this is a college that
has 70% guys and 30% women. I' m

about the effect being listed by Playboy will have on business in the near
future.
"I think it is going to have a positive effect, I really do," Barrack said.
"I think people have always liked this
place, and some people that are kind
of on the borderline, ' Well, it's kind of
fun but it 's not,' or ' it 's kind of cool,
but it's not ' .. Well , now it's cool. If
Playboy says its cool, it must be, I
guess. We' re going to try to do some
things w ith it and have some fun with
it- use it as part of our ad vertisingkind of a slogan, you know. We' re in
the top seven. To think, top seven in
at
the nation. That's pretty impressive. I
would think there are at least three or
four thousand college bars around this
nation, maybe more. I don ' t know
how many colleges there are. Multi- .
to
ply that by three (however many col-Danny Barrack
leges you've got) 'cause there 's usually about three college bars in every
not sure if those numbers are right, but coll ege town. So, that's quite an
the majority are men. So the guys that honor. If you can ' t have fun at The
come in .here want to see a girl behind Grotto, you just don 't know how to
the bar. But, we don ' t ex ploit them . have fun. I 've .always said that too,
You know, I could put them in little because this is just a fun place. I
fanc y, skimpy little outfits and get
mean, you come in, you have a few
some beautiful bodies and the whole - -beers, you 's hoot some pool , play
works, but we don't do that. We j ust some music, visit with your friends,
have ne ver felt that that is what it's and it 's just a fun place. "
Student patrons at the bar had
about. We just don't exploit women.
We do have nice looking girls that mixed reactions about The Grotto's
worked here, that work here, and we recent claim to fame . Some were surwill continue to do that, but that's not
pri sed, such as this student (who wishreally a criteria. When I go to hire es to remain anonymous), who was
talking with friends in The Grotto on
somebody to work here, I don 't look
at you as how good-looking you are.
S ~turday night.
It's more about can I trust you, and
"[I was] kind of surprised, actucan you serve people well, and can
ally.
It's one of big hangouts, I
more
guess"
you make mixed drinks.
interestea in that than in what they
Others, such as this po"ol-playing
look like. I don ' t think" it is a big student (who also wishes to remain
moral issue, but I think people will get
anonymous), were not so surprised
the wrong idea--that this .w as some- that 'The Grotto ' would receive such
thing] pushed for, this is something recognition.
"It makes sense. ] mean, being
that we want, or Playboy did this
because we have our own little bunprobably the only bar arou~d. I don ' t
nies or something out here. That's go to the other ones. I' ve seen friends
just not the case."
around here. This is it for me. Only
In fact , Barrack is optimistic students come here. It makes sense."

" If you can 't
The
have fun
Grotto, you just
don't know how
have fun."
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Clas sified Ads
Moving Sale: 1991 TOYOTA COROLLA OX, 4
doors, automatic transmission, NC, AMlFM, Cruise,
120 xxx miles, new muffler,
looks and runs great. Asking
$3000. If interested, please
email me: fhui@umr.edu or
call me : 308-3438 (H), 3414975 (0), ask for Frank.
For Sale: Creative Riva
TNT2 Ultra 32 Mb video
card $175. Email tfy-.J
ates@umr.edu Travis Yates
tfyates@umr.edu
Busines s opportu nity:
Looking for motivated people
who are interested in making
a lot of money. Stay away
from that J.O.B. (Journey of
the Broke) and start making
money for yourself instead of
someone else. Let me show
you how. Call Josh @ local
(573) 458-0068 or toll-free
(888) 849-5317.

....

:-_

..

.

ROOMMATE
NEEDED:
Mine is graduating in
December and I need a
roommate for the spring.
Across street from campus
and inexpensive. Contact
katie@umr.edu.
For Sale: NEC Laptop,
win95, MS office. $395
rdhenson@umr.edu
341-0221

around your
1910 N. Bishop
For Sale:
Paintball Guns! I have two
'97 Autocockers and two
.Stingray II's for sale.
Stingray package comes
with tank, hopper and mask:
$75. Call on Autocockers.
368-7209, or soom@umr.edu.

Cartoonists, photographers, and writers
who are interested in making money by
joining the staff of the Missouri Miner.
Meetings are 4:30pm on Thursday.
Cartoonists on a volunteer basis. If
interested, please contact us at
miner @um r.edu.

Answers to CrosswordPuzzle

Student Employe es Need-

ed: Delivery and Maintenance positions available
Salary dependent upon
experience. Hours are flexible - work around class
schedule. Must possess a
valid drivers license. For
more information contact:
Gary Welty or Joanne Zap
341-6486 jzap@umr.edu

Students may submit FREE
classified ads to
the Missouri
Miner by sendin g
student numbe r
and ad to

Waffleh ouse
Wanted:
part-time, full time. All positions available. Will work

miner@ umr.ed u.
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Monday

All Day - St. Pats committee sweatshirt sales, Puck
All Day - Tau Beta Sigma Halloween-O-Gram sales, Puck

'

Tuesday

All Day - Tau Beta Sigma Halloween-O-Gram
sa les, Puck
5:00 p.m. - MS vs. Northeastern State, home
5:30 p.m. - IFC weekly meetings, McN 206/216
6:00 p.m. - Society of Women Engineers meetings, ME Annex 107C
6:30 p.m. - All SUB meeting before regurgitator,
free popcorn, UCE cafeteria

7:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fellowsh ip prayer meeetings, Sunrise room, UCE
TBA - GO Drury Invitation a l,
Springfield, MO

f

. '

All Day - St. Pats committee sweatshirt sales, Puck
12:00 p.m. - WS at Northern Kentucky, Highland Heights, KY
1:00 p.m. - National Society of Black
Engineers tutoring program,
McN 204
2:00 p.m. - FB at Central Missouri,
Warrensburg, MO
4:00 p.m. - SW: Intrasquad meet,
home
7:00 p.m. - SUB Film: Tombstone,
ME 104

All Day - St. Pats committee sweat6:00 p.m. - Toast.masters speaking
All Day - S!. Pats committee sweatmeetings, CSF 109
shirt sales, Puck
shirt sales, Puck
7:00 p.m. - Show Me Anime meet6:00 p.m. - Christian Campus Fei4:30 p.m. - Student Missouri State
ings, McN 204
lowship worship service, EE G31
Teachers Assn. business me e t6:45 p.m. - American Society of Civil
7:00 p.m. - SUB Film: Tombstone,
ings/speakers, HSS G8
ME 104
Engineers E.I.T. Review ses5:00 p.m. - WS at Missouri Baptist,
sions, CE 114 and 117
7:00 p.m. - MS vs. Charleston, HighS!. Louis, MO
land Heights, KY
6:30 p.m. - American Nuclear Soci7: 00 p.m. - MS at Missouri Baptist,
ety meetings, 227 Fulton
S!. Louis, MO
7:00 p.m. - American Society of
8:00 p.m. - Kappa Kappa Psi weekly
Mechanical Engineers club
meetings, ChE 125
meeting, ME 104
7:00 p.m. -. Kappa Mu Epsilon weekly meetings, CS 205
7:00 p.m: - Solar Car Team meetings,
EM 103
7:45 p.m. - S!. Pats committee weekly meeting, ME Annex 107C
8:00 p.m. - Student Environmental
Action Coalition meetings, 109
Buehler Bldg.
9:00 p.m. - Collegiate Eagle Scout
I -_ _---==-=,--_=--"_ _- L - _A_s_sn_. _m_ee_tin_g_, M_E_21_6_ _--'_ _ _ _--l

III

'Saturday';<',

11:).
~

,.suutf'a"'·
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,

,

All Day - St. Pats committee sweatshirt sales, Puck
12:00 p.m. - WS VS. Mt. St. Joseph,
Highland Heights, KY
2:00 p.m. - MS at Northern Kentucky, Highland Heights, KY

Watsoneamt

ty of Cbicago in I

6:45 p.m. - American Society of Civil Engineers
. E.!. T. Review sessions, CE 114 and 117
6:00 p.m. - Tau Beta Pi meeting, EE G31
7:00 p.m. - Solar Car Team design meetings, EM
103
7:30 p.m. - SUB presents Stevie Starr, regurgitator, UCE Cafeteria
TBA - GO Drury Invitaional, Springfield, MO

Oct. 21st

Halloween Costume
Party
. THE MINERS '
FAVORITE
HANGOUT

Oct. 28th

G.D.I. Hat Party
Oct. 29th

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR SPECIAL
PRICES ON YOUR FAVORITE BEVERAGES & SNACKS
MIXED DRINKS AT THE GROTTO.
OHBABY!!!
T.A.COS db B"UR.Fl.ITOS
Friday 11:30-2:00

1

1
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______________
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All orgamzatlonal meetmg times and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW. Please send all cbanges to the aforementIOned office.
SPORT CODES: FB-Football, MS-Men's Soccer, WS-Women's Soccer, CC-Cross Country, G-Golf, MB-Men's Basketball, WB-Women's Basketball, SW-Swimming, BB-Baseball, SB-Softball,
TN-Tennis, TF-Track & Field
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Playboy Celebration
Grotto listed 3rd in Playboy's
Campus Buzz for coolest bars
Celebrate October 21 and look
for bunnies
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